
Organizer
Czech work sro, IČO: 06328547, with its registered office at Česká 57, Beroun-centrum, 
26601, (hereinafter referred to as the “Organizer”) organizes a competition entitled 
“Francesco's goods - Instagram Competition” (hereinafter the “Competition”), published on 
the francescos_goods internet account on the Instagram Internet portal 
(www.instagram.com)

Duration of the Competition
The competition runs from 04.09. 2020 to 05.10. 2020

Subject of the prize
The prize for the winner is a ride on the Nurburgring circuit in a GT3 RS sports car.

Manner and conditions of participation in the Competition
The competition is open to any natural person over the age of 18 who creates and pays 
for an order for any Francesco’s goods product during the competition on 
www.francescosgoods.com.
If these conditions are observed, the user qualifies for the competition. The competitor's 
code becomes the order number.

Evaluation of the Competition
The evaluation of the competition will take place on 06.10. 2020. All numbers assigned to 
individual products in the order will be included in the draw. From all entries, the winner of 
the competition will be selected by drawing lots.

Announcement of the result of the competition
The result of the competition will be announced in the form of adding a new entry in the 
Instagram network and the name of the winner.
The result of the competition will also be published in the form of a new contribution on the 
Facebook pages of the Organizer of the competition, specifically at: www.facebook.com/
francescosgoods.

Addressing the winner and handing over the prizes
Winners will be addressed in the form of a message on the specified email in the order or 
instagram account.

Terms & Conditions
By entering the Competition, all participants undertake to abide by its rules. The organizer 
reserves the right to change the conditions or rules of the Competition, or to stop, interrupt 
or postpone the event. These official rules are available on the Organizer's website 
(www.francescosgoods.com).
The win is not enforceable in court. The winner of the competition is responsible for 
himself at the time of the prize, the organizer of the competition is not responsible for the 
winner of the competition. The winner of the competition is obliged to travel to the 
Nurburgring at his own expense, the organizer does not pay for the trip.


